Issue 1

Introduction
Welcome to the first edition of ‘REconnect’. Our magazine aims to provide suggestions
for teaching the reformed specifications and key information relating to our Eduqas
Religious Studies qualifications.
It is hard to believe that we have already had over a year of teaching the new A Level and
GCSE specifications. Many congratulations to those centres that successfully supported
their candidates with the A/S examinations in 2017. We now look forward to success with
the A Level and GCSE examinations in 2018.
We hope you find the information useful and that the articles serve to engage your
learners and support your preparation for these courses.
Many thanks go to those who contributed their ideas to this first edition. If you would like
to contribute an article, or share a few top teaching tips, please get in touch via e-mail.
We look forward to working with you in the months ahead.
Best wishes
Lynda Maddock & Andrew Pearce

Andrew Pearce
Subject Officer (AS/A level)
Telephone: 029 2026 5387
Email: andrew.pearce@eduqas.co.uk
Lynda Maddock
Subject Officer (GCSE)
Telephone: 029 2026 5122
Email: lynda.maddock@eduqas.co.uk
Eira Morgan
Subject Support Officer (AS/A level)
Telephone: 029 2026 5183
Email: eira.morgan@eduqas.co.uk
Christopher Barfoot
Subject Support Officer (GCSE)
Telephone: 029 2026 5094
Email: christopher.barfoot@eduqas.co.uk
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View from the White Board

When I first heard about the new A Level I was
completely and utterly filled with dread. I had just
about got my head around what we now know as
the legacy A level, and I was faced with this new
specification that took me completely out of my
comfort zone.
On the old specification I had covered
Contemporary Society and Ethics. We had a great
following, a number of students had gone through
the process and some even have gone to see if
they wanted to be RE teachers through it. I was
happy. When I had seen some of these students at
University they had said how they had wished we
had done more on Hinduism at A level, the legacy
A level had a lot of flexibility and I could have put it
in there, this started sowing a seed.
When I sat down a little over a year ago and
looked at the huge amount of work I was going to
have to do, I realised that this wish could be met.
As RE teachers we have stronger religions, and this
one was definitely one of my stronger knowledge
based faiths, so after a number of conversations
with people in the same boat I decided that we

were going to go with Hinduism.
I spoke with to a variety of people who
recommended books to get, one was out of print,
and took a while to get possession, but in the
interim of not having a text book they were what
I based my notes on. This has been much more
beneficial; I felt that any holes in the text books
have been filled by my rapid prep work using the
variety of books, so despite the huge amount of
work that went into it, I felt I knew the spec really
well, and I wasn’t relying heavily on one book ( as
has happened before).
The Ethics and Philosophy were another leap,
some of the Ethics I had a strong background in,
out came some of my old University notes for
the Philosophy, but all the on-line help has been
invaluable, as has been a variety of colleagues in
other schools, including schools in Wales who have
a similar spec. They have been a great sounding
block to discuss new ideas and where to acquire
great resources from. Anyone who, like me, is
working on their own, I would strongly
recommend joining the Save RE Facebook

»
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group, Eduqas RE groups as well using the digital
resources on the Eduqas website, not to mention
that it is possible to email Andrew Pearce at any
time about queries, which I have done.
This time last year I made a schedule of what I was
going to teach for the whole year, which included
tests and the odd lesson of mop up. I stuck to this
schedule like glue, we almost overran and I had
two areas of Hinduism I had not covered before
Easter, so they were set as holiday research , with
a short but thorough test on return so that we
could follow our revision plan after Easter.

around that topic.Yes at the moment there is no
text book, but using my contacts and help on-line I
hope this will be another successful year. I hope so,
my number of students has tripled for September
so I must be doing something right.

The author is an experienced examiner and
Head of RS in the South of England.

My school do a lot of student voice to see how we
could improve our lessons. It was a great shock for
me in February when my class said they were really
enjoying it. I was used to a lot less content and
much more flexibility, but they knew nothing else,
and as far as I can see all of their other A levels
have increased in content. Much of what I thought
I was rushing through using flipped learning and
supportive reading, other teachers were doing as
well, so they felt it was no different to their other
experiences .
Standing were I am now, 10 months into teaching
this, I feel much more confident for next year. I
made sure anything I wasn’t happy with during
the year was noted down, so the summer will be
spent tweaking those lessons. I have a plan for
Year 13 lessons, and again I will be sticking to that
plan, if I am not in the students will be doing work
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A guide to setting your own 'exam-type'
questions
The 5 point plan to setting your own AO1 questions

1. Select a
theme and an
area from a theme.

5. Produce a
mark scheme
for your question.

4. Check the
wording/demands
of your question.

2. Decide which
AO1 strands you
wish to focus on.

3. Select the most
appropriate
command word AND
write your question.

»
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An example of how to set your own test questions using the specification.
Designing AO1 part (a) questions - AO1 expects candidates
to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of religion and belief…
1. START
Decide which area of the specification you wish to test for AO1.
For example…
AS Component 1: Option D
An Introduction to the Study of Buddhism
Theme 2A: The three lakshanas

2. Decide which AO1 Strands you want your questions to focus on
Mapping grid for Assessment Objectives
Component 3: An introduction to Religion and Ethics
AO1: Demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of religion and belief...
AO1 Strand 1: including religious, philosophical
and/or ethical thought and teaching.



AO1 Strand 2: including influence of beliefs,
teachings and practices on individuals,
communities and societies.



AO1 Strand 3: including cause and significance
of similarities and differences in belief, teaching
and practice.
AO1 Strand 4: including approaches to the study
of religion and belief.



»
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3. Selecting the most appropriate command word for your question
Now select the command word which allows you to fulfil the criteria identified in 1. and 2.
The command words are …..
Command
word

Meaning

Meaning

Show how a principle, theory or teaching might be used in realion to an issue
or situation, e.g. how an ethical theory might be employed to solve an ethical
problem.

Compare

Explain the similarities and differences between things or scholarly views
e.g. ideas, key findings.

Explain

Write a systematic and comprehensive account of a topic, exploring underlying
reasons, focusing upon the aspect highlighted in the question (such as definition,
nature, purpose, features) for example,:
Explain how...
Explain why...
Explain the importance/significance of....
Explain is focused on reasons in realtion to a straightforward topic.

Examine

Portray and account for different facets of, or angles on, a complex practice, concept
or belief. for example:
Examine the characteristics of...
Examine different ways in which...
Examine is focused on the varied aspects of a many-sided topic.

Outline

Write a concise account of an area of considerable breadth, carefully selecting relevant
information and demonstrating the main features of general principles of a topic.

NB Remember that ‘Outline’ can only be used at AS level
In this particular case the best fit was .. Examine
Using this command word devise a question which directs candidates to produce the
type of response you are expecting in your mark scheme.
Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha.

»
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4. Check the wording/demands of your question
When writing a question consider the following as a checklist:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Does it meet the specification requirements (clearly related to the specification)
and not go beyond it?
Is the terminology used appropriate for 17/18 year olds?
Is the language clear and precise?
Are both the sentence structure and focus of the question clear?
Ask at least two other people to give you feedback on the paper you
have set and amend where necessary.

Once you have done the above and made any amendments you need to move
on to the next step which is producing the mark scheme.

5. Producing an AO1 mark scheme
Try to develop a mark scheme that is reasonably comprehensive. However, it must be
recognised that candidates may produce creditworthy material in their response which
are not listed in the mark scheme.
For example, in response to …
Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha.
Candidates could include some of the following, but other relevant points will be credited:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Anicca and dukkha are two of the three lakshanas, marks or
characteristics of existence.
Anicca means impermanence and insubstantiality and applies to all that is conditioned. It means
that everything is in a constant state of flux; cause and effect; nothing lasts forever.
Buddhists see all things (people, objects, states of mind, relationships,qualities, everything) as
being dependent on causes and conditions, and are therefore constantly changing.
Dukkha is the first of the Four Noble Truths and is one of the three marks of existence. Expect
candidates to focus on the difficulty with the translation of ‘dukkha’ into English. It means more
than suffering. It is a diagnosis of the human condition and involves a general dissatisfaction
with life. Dukkha means a spectrum of experiences from unsatisfactoriness through to suffering.
Dukkha is not only about good things coming to an end. It is about everything being
fundamentally imperfect, even if only slightly.
Candidates may develop the idea of dukkha into three types: dukkha arising from suffering,
dukkha arising from mental/emotional pain and dukkha arising from impermanence.
Buddhists believe that ignorance arises from the failure to appreciate the truth of anicca and
dukkha and their universal application.
Anicca and dukkha are taught so that Buddhists can seek and find enlightenment. They offer
diagnoses of the human condition.

This is not a checklist, please remember to credit any valid alternatives.
Check each bullet point against the question to ensure that it is relevant.
When feeding back to students share your mark scheme with them.

»
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The 3 point plan to setting your own AO2 questions
When setting an AO2 question you have TWO options:
1. Remember that there are only two command word phrases used for any AO2 questions:
Either "Evaluate the view that…" (before a statement)" or Evaluate this view …." (after a given statement)

2a. EITHER

2b. OR

Select one of the bullets that link to the
selected area of the spec for (a) e.g.
'The three lakshanas are negative.’
Evaluate this view.

Devise an AO2 question of your own
which you think would naturally arise
from the area you have used for your
AO1 question.

3. Devise an AO2 mark scheme.

Setting AO2 questions
1. Remember that there are only two command word phrases used for any AO2 		
questions:
			Either "Evaluate the view that…" (before a statement)"
			

or Evaluate this view …." (after a given statement)

2. Either select one of the bullets that link to the selected area of the spec for (a)
e.g.
'The three lakshanas are negative.’
Evaluate this view.

(adapted from 2nd AO2 bullet on the AS Spec Theme 2)
Or
Devise an AO2 question of your own which you think would naturally arise from the
study of the content in Theme 2.

»
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When writing a question consider the following as a checklist:
1. Does it meet the specification requirements (clearly related to the specification) and not go
beyond it?
2. Is the terminology used appropriate for 17/18 year olds?
3. Is the language clear and precise?
4. Are both the sentence structure and focus of the question clear?
5. Ask at least two other people to give you feedback on the paper you have set and amend where
necessary.
Once you have done the above and made any amendments you need to move on to the next step which
is producing the mark scheme.

3. Devising an AO2 Mark Scheme
Apply the same principles when devising the mark scheme as you did for AO1 – make sure there are
examples of clear lines of reasoning and the points made are relevant to the question being asked.
For example:
'The three lakshanas are negative.’
Evaluate this view.
Candidates could include some or all of the following, but other relevant points will be
credited.
•

Candidates may argue that not everything in life is negative or associated with suffering or
unsatisfactoriness. There are happy and pleasant events. The Buddha said that pleasant and happy
events were real, but temporary and insubstantial.

•

Candidates may argue there are enduring features of life such as human love, inspiring presence
of nature, the nature of great art or the desire to do good. The Buddha argued that though
enduring, these features were not eternal.

•

The idea that Buddhism is negative derives from the problematic mistranslation of the term
dukkha as suffering.

•

Candidates may argue that it is not negative, just realistic. They may argue that a failure to
appreciate the three lakshanas is the cause of a great deal of greed, delusion and suffering.

•

Buddhism is realistic in its diagnosis of the human condition; Buddhism is highly positive because
it teaches a way out of suffering.

•

They may argue that from a Buddhist perspective, seeing the truth of the lakshanas is a significant
part of the journey to enlightenment, so rather than being negative it is soteriologically positive.

•

A positive feature of anicca (impermanence) for Buddhists is that nobody is fixed as they are,
and all have the ability to change and grow. Overall, candidates are expected to engage with the
debate and come to a substantiated evaluation regarding the issue.

Overall, candidates should engage with the debate and come to a substantiated evaluation
regarding the issue raised.

»
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Setting a complete mock paper for any AS or A Level Eduqas R.S.
Component
Repeat the process identified in the previous pages but before doing so:
1. Decide which Theme you wish to use for Section A of your paper.
2. Identify which AO1 strands you will be targeting in your (a) questions – try to include a variety of
strands across the questions set in each Component.
3. Once you've completed your Section A questions review them and make sure your Q1 and Q2
are of similar demand.
4. Your remaining three questions Q3, Q4 & Q5 must come from the three remaining themes not
used in Section (A)
5. You can either
		

(i)

set a question on a topic from each of the remaining themes

		

e.g. If Section A was based on Theme 2, then you could choose

		

1 x Theme 1, 1 x Theme 3, 1 x Theme 4.

Or
		
		

(ii)
set more than one question on one theme e.g. 2 x Theme 3, 1x Theme 4 and leave
out Theme 1 completely.

6. Once you've completed Section B questions review them and make sure your Qs 3, 4 and 5 are
of similar demand.
7. Ask at least two other people to give you feedback on the paper you have set and amend where
necessary.
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Developing AO1 and AO2 Skills
The three stage plan for creating a good AO1 response

1. The candidate
SELECTS
INFORMATION they
have learnt to
answer the
question set.

3. The candidate
CLEARLY
DEMONSTRATES
THEIR
KNOWLEDGE AND
UNDERSTANDING
of the topic using
the PEEL (or similar)
approach.

2. The candidate
CREATES A GOOD
FIRST IMPRESSION
by showing they are
answering the
question in their
opening paragraph.

»
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What do I need to do?
1. You need to select information that you
have learnt to answer the question set.

How do I do this?
•

Read each question from both sections
carefully before deciding which question
to answer in each section.

•

Underline key command words and
phrases.

•

The candidate selects information they
have learnt to answer the question set.

•

Remember - the response needs to be
concise and to the point. Don't include
irrelevant material which doesn't address
the question.

•

2. You need to create a good first
impression.

3. You need to clearly demonstrate your
knowledge and understanding of the
subject.

Consider writing a very brief plan /
mind map showing where each piece of
information will go.
The introduction is the first impression
that the examiner will have of your
response – you need to make it a good
one.
Show that you are answering the question from
the start (you might need some definitions or
context for words and or events used in the
title). For example, if the question was one
about applying an ethical theory to the issue of
'euthanasia ' then demonstrating that you know
what 'euthanasia' is at the start is a good idea.
PEEL – Point, Explain using Evidence, and
Link to the next paragraph.
Make a POINT – express the information
clearly.
EXPLAIN using EVIDENCE.
Develop the point you have made and include
evidence:
Useful 'evidence' phrases include:
•

For example…

•

For instance …

•

In order to demonstrate / illustrate this
…

LINK - Make sure your response is logical and
flows from one paragraph to another.

»
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What do I need to do?

How do I do this?

4. You need to use specialist language and
vocabulary in context.

Accurately use specialist language and
vocabulary in context – make use of provided
'glossary' words.
5. You need to refer to sacred texts and
Accurately quote from sacred texts and sources
sources of wisdom where appropriate.
of wisdom (where appropriate).
6. At A level, you need to make connections Aim to accurately make connections to other
to other areas of study and refer to schools areas of study and refer to schools of thought or
of thought or scholarly opinion (where
scholarly opinion (where appropriate).
appropriate).

Important features of a good AO1 response
Why is paragraphing important?
•

Good paragraphing divides up a candidate's response according to the major points contained
within it.

•

Each paragraph should discuss a main idea and the examiner should be able to identify what the
paragraph is about.

•

Each new paragraph should indicate a slight change of focus.

•

Paragraphs often start with a topic sentence or part of a sentence – a statement which is
expanded on in the rest of the paragraph. The topic sentence acts as a 'signpost' directing your
reader through the essay and should also relate back to the question set. For example if you read
the first sentence of each paragraph of a newspaper article you can usually get a flavour of the
key points for the whole text.

Linking phrases for paragraphs
Consider using some 'linking' phrases as these help you to build a logical response by linking one
paragraph to another. An essay without any linking words reads like a series of unrelated statements
with no flow. Phrases such as…
•

Initially …

•

Then …

•

This shows that …

•

Subsequently …

•

Following this …

•

Tied to this idea/concept is ….

•

From this we can see that…or … It follows that …

•

In addition …

•

Furthermore …

•

In particular…

»
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Useful phrases for COMPARE questions
(where similarities and differences are required)
Useful link words to use when trying to
demonstrate a difference
conversely

Useful link words to use when trying to
demonstrate similarities
in the same manner

however

in the same way

even so

also

counter to

likewise

on the other hand

both

yet

similarly

on the contrary

……agree that …..

as opposed to

»
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An example of an AO1 feedback form
AO1 Essay Title:
AO1 Feedback
Important features of a good

Fully

Partially

Not

AO1 response
1. The candidate carefully selects
information to answer the question
set.
2. The candidate creates a good
impression by demonstrating they
are answering the question in the
first paragraph.
3. The candidate clearly
demonstrates their knowledge and
understanding of the topic using a
Point, Explain using Evidence, Link
to the next paragraph approach.
4. The candidate uses specialist
language and vocabulary in
context.
5. The candidates refers to sacred
texts and sources of wisdom where
appropriate.
6. At A level (where appropriate)
the candidate made connections to
other areas of study.
7. At A level, the candidate refers
to schools of thought or scholarly
opinion.
What did the candidate do well?

Met

Met

Met

Further comments

•
•
•

How can the candidate improve
their next response?

•
•
•

»
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AO2 skills - critical thinking: analysing and evaluating an argument
Useful AO2 terminology for candidates
•

What is an assertion?
A statement or declaration, often without support or reason.

•

What is a predicate?
The foundation or assumption that underlines an argument.

•

What is a proposition?
A statement presented to an audience as an argument that presents a judgement or opinion but
may turn out to be false.

•

What is a premise?
A proposition believed to be true and used as the basis for the argument.

•

What is a false premise?
A proposition that turns out not to be true.

•

What is an argument?

It is a position or point of view, usually linked to an attempt to persuade others to accept 		
that view supported by reasoning and/or evidence.
•

What is a conclusion?
An end point reached by a line of reasoning.

•

Does the conclusion have to be at the end?
No – a conclusion may be given at the start of a response and a line of reasoning developed to 		
support the conclusion being made. There might also be intermediate conclusions made 			
throughout a response or a more 'traditional' conclusion which is given at the end of a response.

Trying to form an argument
A simplistic example of an argument. (Adapted from Critical Thinking
Skills by Stella Cottrell (ISBN: 9780230285293)
I believe that red light cameras help to reduce accidents at accident hot
spots. (conclusion)
Many traffic accidents take place at the junction of Western Avenue and
Cardiff Road in Cardiff (proposition 1).
Drivers often jump the lights at this crossroads in an effort to get to
their destination more quickly (proposition 2).
New red light cameras are now in place at this junction to prevent such
accidents (proposition 3).
Red light cameras will reduce the number of accidents at this junction (overall argument).

»
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Insurance records over the next few years will be able to prove this is the case (reasoning or evidence
used to support the argument).
Red light cameras stop people jumping the lights (the predicate).

How to analyse and evaluate an argument?
Some useful prompts:
•

Is the information given an argument at all, or simply an assertion? Why?

•

What is the main premise or what are the main premises of the argument?

•

Are the reasons / evidence presented to support the argument persuasive?

•

Yes? Why?

•

No? Why not?

•

What are the reasons for the person making the argument?

Consider the wider context.

Trying to find 'chinks in the armour' – some common flaws found in
arguments.
Common flaws

Examples

Assuming a causal link

e.g. All my family ate chicken yesterday. All my
family were ill. The chicken made my family ill.

(assuming that one thing caused another)

It is not really an argument at all but merely e.g. Natural Law clearly does not work in today's
an assertion - missing supporting evidence or
society because it is deontological.
reasoning.
It might use phrases like "obviously, clearly or
naturally" to fool you into thinking the point
doesn't need evaluating or analysing.
There is some supporting evidence or
reasoning, but there is not enough to make
a convincing case or the evidence doesn't
support the argument presented.

e.g. Ten people witness a bank robbery, only one
person with poor eyesight picks the suspect out
of an ID parade.

The argument is just a tautology (a phrase
in which the same thing is said twice only using
different words).

e.g. More people should be informed of the value
of having a healthy diet. A healthy diet can be very
advantageous. Guidance given to people should
emphasise the benefits of a healthy diet.

»
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Good 'linking' phrases for arguments or counterarguments
The key issue here is …
A key strength or weakness of this argument is …
This argument is in ineffective because …
... states that …
In support of this argument/view …
Moreover …
Furthermore …
In connection with …
…effectively states that …
However …
Another argument is …
Nevertheless …
Alternatively …
Countering this …
Examples of 'logical conclusion' phrases
Having considered the main arguments…
Having analysed and evaluated the evidence…
In essence…
On balance…
You may also wish to conclude with a quotation from or reference to a primary or secondary source,
one that amplifies your main point or puts it in a different perspective.

»
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Common features of 'Good' and 'Poor' AO2 responses.
Good evaluation and analysis

Poor evaluation and analysis

Arguments presented are salient (relevant
to the question).

Some or all of the arguments presented are
irrelevant and do not address the question set.

Reasoning/evidence presented is clear, logical
and precise.

Assertions are made without supporting
evidence or reasoning. The assertions could
be true but the lack of evidence means they
have not been developed sufficiently to turn an
assertion into an argument.

This could involve joint reasoning where several
reasons reinforce each other or independent
reasoning where each reason on its own supports
the conclusion being drawn.

Different and/or opposing arguments are
considered and clearly signposted within the
response.
Counter arguments are presented to show
why the alternative view is less convincing.
The line of reasoning presented is logically
consistent.
All parts of the line of reasoning lead logically to
the conclusion being drawn.

The lack of reasons and/or evidence means that
an argument is implied rather than explicitly
developed. Imprecise/ vague wording is also often
used.
Responses like this are often characterised by a
list of 'for' and 'against' assertions.

Arguments are not consistently/logically made,
e.g. "Apples are good for your teeth but apples
consist of acid and this corrodes teeth enamel."
Arguments that hop around from one point to
another in a random way or without direction.
There may also be a number of tautologies within
the response – unnecessary repetition of the
same point or argument.

»
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Good evaluation and analysis
Intermediate conclusions may be drawn.
In a detailed response intermediate conclusions
might help focus the reader to the lines of
reasoning being developed. They might be
structured so that :

i.
Similar lines of reasoning are grouped
together to form an intermediate conclusion.

Poor evaluation and analysis
Often no conclusion is made and if one is made
there is no clear link to the assertions made or
evidence given to support the conclusion.

If a conclusion is made it is usually a summative
conclusion – a conclusion which merely draws
together previous information without providing
a judgement.

ii.
Each of the intermediate conclusions
supports the main line of reasoning.
iii.
The final conclusion is drawn from the
reasons or evidence presented.

A logical conclusion is provided – one that
is reached based on the line of reasoning
presented throughout the response. It will
include a judgement drawn from an analysis of the
reasons given.

»
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An example of an AO2 feedback sheet
AO2 Essay Title:
AO2 Feedback
Important features of a good

Fully

Partially

Not

AO2 response
1. Arguments (including
supporting evidence and/or
reasoning) were clearly signposted
within the response.
2. Different and/or opposing
arguments were considered.
3. Any counter-arguments
presented demonstrated why the
view is not convincing.
4. The line of reasoning presented
is logically consistent.

Met

Met

Met

5. At A level, the candidate refers
to schools of thought or scholarly
opinion in context.
6. At A level (where appropriate)
the candidate made connections to
other areas of study.
7. The main or intermediary
conclusions logically follow on from
the arguments presented.
What did the candidate do well?

Further comments

•
•
•

How you can the candidate
improve their next response?

•
•
•
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Preparing for the Evaluative
Question
Here are some challenges you can give to students at the end of every
subtheme. - Gregory A. Barker

At A2 the evaluative question component in the exam (AO2) is weighted more heavily than the
questions on the knowledge content (AO1) at 60% to 40%. However, it is just as important to devote
time to the AO1 content as this will be the basis for any evaluative points.
There are three things that are different in doing an A2 evaluative question from an AS evaluative
question:
I.

Time. Students have 36 minutes for each of the two questions on their A2 paper (compared to
22.5 minutes at AS)

II.

Scholars. The Examiners will be looking for more sustained engagement with scholars than at the
AS level (if there are scholars relevant to that area listed in the specification)

III.

Links. The Examiners will be looking to see if students can make connections with other parts of
the specification in their answer. The focus should always be on the question itself, and applying 		
content from that area of the specification to that question. However, if there are relevant links 		
from other areas of the specification, this can enhance a paper.

Seven Challenges
Here is a suggested strategy to encourage students to prepare for their evaluative questions. This
strategy reflects the belief that, once content has been learned, the best way to prepare for an exam is
to practice questions.You can employ this strategy at the end of each subtheme. Challenges 1-3 can be
done within an hour – and perhaps challenge 4 can be started. Then students can work on the remaining
challenges on their own, checking in with you when they have a draft to share.
1. The Conflict Challenge. After the content has been presented – and before the students even
consider the AO2 content, bullet points or exercises – give them this challenge: ‘look over the
content and make a simple, bullet point list of any conflictual points of view and disagreements
that you have observed in this content.’ Discuss what they have come up with. They will likely
come up with many relevant areas and you can affirm them!
2. The Guessing Challenge. Then ask them to guess what some evaluative questions might be for
this subtheme. They can write this down and/or contribute this to a group discussion. Now you
will show them the two bullet points on the specification that apply to this subtheme. Again you
will likely be able to affirm their efforts. Work with them at tweaking their questions to conform
to the style used on the SAMS.
3. The Conclusion Challenge. Their next challenge is to come up with 3 to 4 different
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conclusions that could be reached in response to each bullet point. All they do at this stage is
simply write down one sentence for each different conclusion. There is a reason to come up
with three to four. The Examiners wants to see evidence of evaluative ability. Two conclusions
might be a simple ‘strongly agree/for’ and ‘strongly disagree-against’ for that evaluative area. It is
possible to demonstrate strong reasoning ability with two arguments (if a ‘bullet point’ approach
is avoided). However, identifying an additional one or two valid conclusions will really help
students understand that there can be a range of arguments that can be made. This will really
help them to adopt an evaluative approach to AO2 questions.
4. The Support Challenge. Now give them the task to write just a few paragraphs on each of their
proposed conclusions (perhaps just 200 words to support each of the conclusions). They will
attempt to support that conclusion with arguments, examples and links to theorists and texts (if
they apply).
5. The Draft Challenge. Then they can put their separate conclusions together into one essay. This
will have an overall point of view (even if the point of view is that it is valid to not have a point of
view!) Within that point of view, they will share arguments for the different conclusions.
6. The Links Challenge. Have the students ask themselves if there are any theories, discussions or
ideas from elsewhere in the specification that might strengthen the presentation of any of their
arguments. They can add this to their draft.
7. The Comparison Challenge. Finally, have the students compare their completed work with the
‘issues for analysis and evaluation’ in the AO2 section of the Illuminate textbook. By doing this,
they may discover ways to deepen their arguments. Note: each of the responses in this section
of the book suggest a variety of different conclusions that could be argued for – this is a helpful
resource if students are having difficulties coming up with points of view.

Keep in Mind…
Here are a few things to keep in mind as you guide students in their evaluation practice:

A. Ensure that their work reflects the quality of fewer, more developed arguments rather than many
less-developed mini-arguments.
B. Ensure that each of their arguments relates well to each of the conclusions they are aligned with
– and that the conclusions themselves relate to the question.
C. Check to see that there is a point of view reflected in their evaluative answer. (This can include
the point of view that different conclusions are equally strong – if they can justify this.) Of course,
the point of view should never take away from their ability to represent diverging viewpoints
with strength.
D. Check to see if the students have been able to make an effective link in their answer with other
material in the specification.

Reproduced by kind permission of Dr Greg Barker (http://gregbarker.education/)
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This booklet contains Aurasma 'links' or 'auras' containing short videos on various aspects of
Components 1 and 2.
Being selected as an example video does not mean that the video is in anyway endorsed by WJEC/
Eduqas. The videos are simply used to illustrate how Aurasma could be used both inside and outside the
classroom.
As you would with any material, please check that is appropriate for your students before allowing them
to use these links.
In order to make the links work you will need to download the FREE app:
1.

Register as a user using the app available from

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/aurasma/id432526396 (see pages 2-4)
or from

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aurasma.aurasma (see pages 5-6)

2.

Once you've registered to use the app. open it up … For the Apple IOS version

In the search box type in WJEC or
EDUQAS.

»
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3. It should take you to the next page …

Tap on this particular link.

4. On the next screen tap on the 'follow' tab

Tap here to follow our
channel. This will enable all
the links in this booklet to
work.

5. All the image links in this booklet should now work. Why not try them out?
On the main screen

Finally tap here to activate
your camera and hover
your camera over an image
on p.8 to p.38 to trigger an
'aura'.

»
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For the Google Android version

Tap this link here

3. It should take you to the next page …

In the search box type in
WJEC or EDUQAS.

4.You arrive on this screen..

Tap here.

»
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5.You should now see...
Tap here to follow our
channel. This will enable all
the links in this booklet to
work.

Finally tap here to activate
your camera and hover
your camera over an image
on p.8 to p.38 to trigger an
'aura'.

How could we use the images /pages in the booklet in our centre?
Ask your students to download the app, follow our channel and then they too can see the images 'come
to life'.

1. Print some of the pages on A3 posters and put them in your room for an open evening.
2. Put the image on your Twitter feed as an introduction to a new topic.
3. Print the image out and ask student to look at the video for homework. Ask follow up questions
next lesson to check they've watched it.

How can we create our own Aurasma images / channel?
Watch the video below to learn how to do this.
It only takes a few minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63-ZF87RtoQ

»
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Component 1: Option A - An Introduction to Christianity
Theme 1B: N.T. Wright on the resurrection of Jesus
(Video by 100huntley taken from Youtube.com)

Theme 2C : N.T. Wright on Atonement
Christus Victor and Penal Substitution
(Video by Premier On Demand from Youtube.com)

Theme 3A : Justification by Faith
(Video by 3 Minute Theology from Youtube.com)

Theme 4B :The Eucharist
(Video by Dave from Youtube.com)

Component 1: Option B – An introduction to Islam
Theme 1A : How Islam began
(Video by Truetube from Youtube.com)

Theme 2:The concept of Allah
(Video by ILM Film on Youtube.com)

Theme 3B : Hajj
(Video by National Geographic on Youtube.com)

Theme 4C : Id-Ul-Fitr
(Video by Truetube from Youtube.com)

»
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Component 1: Option C – An introduction to Judaism
Theme 1C:The Torah
(Video by Truetube from Youtube.com)

Theme 2B :The Shema
Christus Victor and Penal Substitution
(Video by The Bible Project from Youtube.com)

Theme 3B:The Amidah
(Video by Philip Cohen from Youtube.com)

Theme 4C :Yom Kippur
(Video by Chabad.org from Youtube.com)

Component 1: Option D – An introduction to Buddhism
Theme 1: Introducing Buddhism
(Video by Oxford University Press from Youtube.com)

Theme 2A :The Three Lakshanas
(Video by Buddha Bits from Youtube.com)

Theme 3A :The Four Noble Truths
(Video by BBC Radio 4 from Youtube.com)

Theme 4C : Dana (Giving)
(Video by the Dharma Channel from Youtube.com)

»
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Component 1: Option E - An introduction to Hinduism
Theme 1A :The Indus Valley civilisation
(Video by Crash Course Philosophy from Youtube.com)

Theme 2C : Karma and reincarnation
(Video by BBC Teach from Youtube.com)

Theme 3 :Varnashramadharma
(Video by Hare Krshna TV from Youtube.com)

Theme 4A : Puja in the mandir
(Video by BBC Teach from Youtube.com)

Component 1: Option F - An introduction to Sikhism
Theme 1C :The Guru Granth Sahib
(Video by National Geographic from Youtube.com)

Theme 2B :The soul
(Video by Nanak Naam on Youtube.com)

Theme 3A :The concept of sewa
(Video by BBC Documentaries on Youtube.com)

Theme 4A :The gurdwara
(Video by Truetube from Youtube.com)

»
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Component 2: An Introduction to Philosophy of Religion
Theme 1B :The teleological argument
(Video by BBC Radio 4 from Youtube.com)

Theme 2 :The ontological argument
(Video by DrCraigvideos on Youtube.com)

Theme 3A :The problem of evil
(Video by Hereford 6th Form College on Youtube.com)

Theme 4A – Conversion (of St Paul)
(Video by Saddleback Kids taken for Youtube.com)

Component 3: An Introduction to Religion and Ethics
Theme 1 : Divine Command Theory
(Video by Philosophy Tube from Youtube)

Theme 2A : Aquinas' Natural Law
(Video by Crash Course Philosophy from Youtube)

Theme 3A : Situation Ethics
(Video by Ethicsonline.co.uk from Youtube)

Theme 4A: Act Utilitarianism
(Video by Crash Course Philosophy from Youtube.com)
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APPLY TO
BECOME AN

EXAMINER
Vacancies for Examiners for GCE Religious Studies
We are currently recruiting for Examiners for our GCE
Religious Studies. To apply for the role, please apply via our
appointees web page of the WJEC website. Please note, the
deadline for applications is 28th February. Successful
applicants will receive face-to-face training on the application
of the marking scheme at a full day straining event.
Overnight accommodation is oﬀered to those examiners who
travel a signiﬁcant distance. Travel expenses and teacher
release are paid by WJEC and you will be paid a fee for every
script marked. The marking needs to be completed during a
three week period.

5 reasons to become an examiner
We will provide you with all of the training and support that you need in order to
eﬀectively examine our qualiﬁcations. In addition, you will receive the following
beneﬁts:
Gain an insight into the examining process
Receive invaluable Continual Professional Development (CPD)
Opportunities to network with experienced professionals
Enhance your teaching skills and knowledge of your subject
Gain an extra source of income
For further information about these vacancies, please visit our Appointees page.

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/makeyourmark

Digital Resources for A Level RS

A level Islam
http://bit.ly/2D2iBad

A level Christianity
http://bit.ly/2y7du61

GCE Ethics exemplar schemes
of work
http://bit.ly/2C6bD0K

GCE Philosophy exemplar
schemes of work
http://bit.ly/2jS7Ufz

A level Component 2 - Philosophy of Religion
http://bit.ly/2mHyVmr

An Introduction to Sikhism
http://bit.ly/2ENn3XO

Christianity - Religious practices Christianity - Religious life
that shape religious identity

Christianity - Religious concepts

http://bit.ly/2DqAYGc

http://bit.ly/2olLm7Y

http://bit.ly/2DelQIo

AS Option D Buddhism - Devel- AS Option D Buddhism - Deoping AO2 skills
veloping AO1 skills

AS Component 3 - Theme 4
Utilitarianism

http://bit.ly/2mQ4tYx

http://bit.ly/2DkmCb2

http://bit.ly/2mOro6b

AS Component 3 - Theme 4
Utilitarianism
http://bit.ly/2DixsOR

AS Component 3 - Theme 2
Natural Law
http://bit.ly/2DleGXa

AS Option B Islam - Developing
AO1 skills
http://bit.ly/2DIAn0j

»
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AS Option C Judaism Developing AO2 skills

AS Option C Judaism - Developing AO1 skills

A level Ethical Thought Naturalism

http://bit.ly/2DFf4MV

http://bit.ly/2B9zF96

http://bit.ly/2EPHUti

A level Ethical Thought Intuitionism

A level Ethical Thought - Emotivism

AS Ethical thought - Ethical
egoism

http://bit.ly/2ERYpVX

http://bit.ly/2DaCUiv

http://bit.ly/2rhu5C1

AS Ethical thought - Virtue
Theory

Text tools

Christianity - Religious figures
and sacred texts

http://bit.ly/2Bcfbgk

http://bit.ly/2BjAVLq

http://bit.ly/2caIdVZ

AS Option B Islam - Developing
AO2 skills
http://bit.ly/2B9dUXi

AS Ethical thought - Divine
command Theory
http://bit.ly/2mOt67J

Philosophy of Religion - The
Problem of Evil and Suffering
http://bit.ly/2aU3BJN

Philosophy of Religion Religious Experience
http://bit.ly/2bsv1bi

Philosophy of Religion Arguments for God's existence
http://bit.ly/1Px58So

Challenging Religious Issues 2
http://bit.ly/2rfrVCS

»
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Challenging Religious Issues

Philosophy of Religion

What is a Jew?

http://bit.ly/2mOzvQv

http://bit.ly/2B96u6g

http://bit.ly/2FL7zVt

Additional RS resources might be added in future, please visit :
http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/SearchResources.aspx
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Important Dates – Centres in England
Final date for receipt of entries for June 2017 exams – 21st February
Final date for receipt of amendments to June 2017 entries without incurring late fees – 18th March

GCE Religious Studies Legacy
RS1/2
1341-1347

Thursday 17th May

RS3
1348-01/07

Tuesday 5th June

RS4
1349

Monday 11th June

GCE Religious Studies Eduqas
AS Eduqas Component 1 (Options A-F)
B120UA0-F0-1

Thursday 17th May

AS Eduqas Component 2
B120U20-1

Friday 25th May

AS Eduqas Component 3
B120U30-1

Monday 4th June

A Level Eduqas Component 1
A120UA0-F0-1

Tuesday 5th June

A Level Eduqas Component 2
A120U20-1

Monday 11th June

A Level Eduqas Component 3
A120U30-1

Monday 18th June

»
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Entry Level Religious Studies
Religious Studies
0730/01-09

Tuesday 13th March

Coursework Submission Date
0730/10

Thursday 5th May

»
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File Sharing For AS/A Level Religious Studies
Welcome to the WJEC Eduqas AS/A level Religious Studies ShareSpace. This space is for teachers who
wish to share and exchange resources. All of the resources in this area are free to download, none of
the content in this area of the website is monitored, reviewed or endorsed by WJEC Eduqas.
To share your resources, please create an account by clicking on the silhouette icon in the top right
corner. Once you have created an account you can share resources by clicking the plus icon, or dragging
and dropping files from your PC.
Select a share space:

A Level

Buddhism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Christianity

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Hinduism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Islam

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Judaism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Philosophy of
Religion
Religion and
Ethics
Sikhism
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AS

Buddhism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Christianity

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Hinduism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Islam

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Judaism

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Theme 4

Philosophy of
Religion
Religion and
Ethics
Sikhism

Further information
Should you see a resource or piece of material which you feel is inappropriate for this share
filing area, please email support@eduqas.co.uk .
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Links to Textbooks - A Level
GCE AS/A
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 1/AS - Philosophy of Religion & Religion &
Ethics
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr1/AS - Buddhism
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr1/AS - Christianity
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr1/AS - Hinduism
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr1/AS - Islam
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr1/AS - Judaism
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 2/A2 - Philosophy of Religion
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 2/A2 - Religion & Ethics
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 2/A2 - Christianity
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 2/A2 - Islam
WJEC/Eduqas RS for Yr 2/A2 - Judaism
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Five Pop Media 'Gems' to Link GCSE RS
Students with Theory

Use these media clips to encourage discussion and link to key points on the WJEC/
Eduqas specification – says Greg Barker
1. Russell Brand as Orthodox Defender of the Faith? You are likely familiar with Stephen
Fry’s withering condemnation of Christian belief in the now famous interview with Gay Byrne.
This is an excellent discussion starter to use when introducing belief in God and Epicurean
objections. But, did you know that Russell Brand has responded to Fry’s criticisms? His main
point is that Fry is condemning a form of literalistic Christianity which is irrelevant to many
believers. You can show Brand’s clip and connect this to the different interpretations that
Christians use. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Run1jpZvS4
SPEC. Eduqas Component 2 Christianity, Beliefs B: Creation – literal and non-literal ways.			
WJEC Part A Christianity, Beliefs, God; Creation – literal and non-literal interpretations.

2. Wonder Woman is the Existential Pop
Film of the Year. The 2017 Blockbuster hit
'Wonder Woman' is essentially a protracted
discussion on the nature of humanity! Through
the film, Wonder Woman is challenged to dismiss
humanity as irretrievably sinful by her nemesis,
Ares, played by David Thewless. Is there anything
in humanity worth saving? You can show this clip
to your class as a part of your discussion on the
value of human life. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2xPu497ijGM
SPEC. Eduqas Component 2 Christianity, Beliefs,
Creation – nature and role of humans and 		
Component 1,Theme 2 Issues of Life and Death:
the origin and value of human life. 			
WJEC Unit 1 Christianity Part A, Beliefs, Creation; God,
Nature of humanity; Part B.Theme 1, 			
Issues of Life and Death, the origin and value 		
of human life.

3. Praying at Star Wars.Yes, I have been
praying for the release of the next instalment
of the series to be released! However, it is a little-known fact that the Church of England paid
to promote a ‘prayer-advertisement’ to be shown in cinemas when Episode 7 was released in
December, 2015. This ‘ad’ was rejected by the body which regulates cinema ads, creating a furore
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amongst many – Sadiq Khan, David Cameron and others protested against this decision.You can
show this ‘ad’ and discuss how the students feel about it having been ‘outlawed’ – of course it is
also an example of prayer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlUXh4mx4gI
SPEC. Eduqas Component 2 Christianity, Practices A. Forms of worship, prayer.					
WJEC Christianity Part A, Practices, Church – the Importance of prayer

4. Harry Christ, Jesus Potter!
Have you ever considered that
Harry Potter is a ‘Christ Figure'?
He determines to sacrifice his
life for his friends; his friends
cannot accompany him on his
final long walk to meet the
evil one; he engages in a battle
for the salvation of Hogwarts,
has a crucifixion experience, a
resurrection experience, and brings
salvation to his world! Show this
clip https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w9zPOQTQr8o and ask
students if they can see why Rowling credits the gospels with the plot for her final part of the
story.You can then use this to link to the key events of Jesus' life noted in the specification.
SPEC. Eduqas Component 2 Christianity, Beliefs, D: Salvation							
WJEC Christianity Part A, Beliefs, Jesus, Saviour and Key Elements of His Life

5. Evangelicals Challenge Disbelief. This isn’t exactly a pop-culture gem, but it provides a
voice for a minority viewpoint. We usually associate traditional Christian beliefs with an older
generation – this video presents reasons why Christian youth believe in the resurrection https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQau4oXNc94 Many of your students are likely to reject the
reasons in this video – this can lead to some great discussion and move them to think critically
about their position!
SPEC. Eduqas Component 2 Christianity Beliefs and Teachings, Jesus Christ – resurrection;The 			
Afterlife; Component 1,Theme 2, Death and the Afterlife. 							
WJEC, Unit 1 Christianity Part A, Jesus as God Incarnate, his resurrection. Unit 1 Part B, Life and 			
Death – beliefs about death and the afterlife.

Dr. Gregory A. Barker is a CPD presenter and hosts revision events for students and teachers at
schools across the United Kingdom. He is also a Fellow at the University of Winchester and a former
Head of Theology and Religious Studies at the University of Wales. Among his publications is Jesus
Beyond Christianity: The Classic Texts from Oxford University Press. www.gregbarker.education
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Building an Argument - The Language of Analysis
and Evaluation
The most successful evaluative responses to the d. questions use connecting words to move the
arguments on and also reach judgements and give different views about the statement.
Useful Connectives
Firstly …

Furthermore …

Secondly …

Therefore …

In addition to …

However …

In contrast …

Equally …

On the other hand …

Similarly …

As a result of this …

Consequently …

Hence …

Ultimately …

In summary …

To summarise …

To conclude …

For instance …

To illustrate …

To highlight …

In spite of this …

Arguably …

Moreover...

Importantly...

That said...

Having said that...

(Gowerton School - Swansea)
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Making Judgements
This view is weak/strong because...
This argument is flawed/sound because...
These are strong/weak points because...
These opinions are valid/invalid because...
It does/does not make sense to argue this because...
This standpoint is very convincing/unconvincing because...
This view can/cannot easily be challenged because...
This is a good/poor argument because...
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What Sort of Secular Society Do You Want? -

Dr Robert A. Bowie

This article could be used to support component1 Theme 4 Issue of Human Rights
(Route A)
If you Google search "Egypt Germany volleyball"
you will most likely get images of a 2016 Rio
Olympics photo of Doaa Elghobashy of Egypt and
Kira Walkenhorst of Germany competing against
one another in the Beach Volleyball. The photo is
striking because Walkenhorst is wearing a small
sports bikini whilst Elghobashy has a more modest
burkini style outfit. This photo could be described
as a parable for a kind of secular plural society
which permits the expression of different symbolic
or religious identities in the public space without
giving either preferential treatment. Here secular
does not mean anti-religious but rather inclusive.
If you Google search "French police beach burkha"
a different kind of image comes up. This shows
French police officers forcing an older Muslim
female bather sitting on a French beach, forcing her
to take off her burkini to fall into the line of a local
jurisdiction in Villeneuve-Loubet. That local law was
rejected by the French Supreme Court but for a
while, it showed a very different expression of a
secular state. One that was avowedly anti-religious,
exclusive and intolerant of the public expression
of faith, and perhaps more specifically anti-Muslim
(the police were not forcing Christian nuns to take
off their habits!).

The two kinds of secular society are parables
of tolerance and intolerance. The Olympic rules
of Beach Volley Ball permit diverse dress styles
- an inclusive secular plurality. There is a mutual
morality as the two players respecting each
other as competitors in the same game, despite
differences, with a set of rules enforced by a
referee. This enables players of different modesty
traditions to compete.
The attempted ban on burkinis in VilleneuveLoubet prohibited the expression of symbolic
dress identity - a kind of atheist theocracy that
does not tolerate diversity. The Villeneuve-Loubet
photo shows a democratic/civic intolerance of
diverse modesty dress rules and also a power
imbalance between a more liberal western beach
culture and a minority culture which are not to be
tolerated by officers of the state.
Photos such as these act as parables of tolerance
and intolerance, inclusive and exclusive security.
There is a further observation about power.
The Villeneuve-Loubet photo shows male police
officers requiring an older female to change
clothes. When considering the Beach Volleyball
tournament, to what extent did either of the
Reconnect Issue 1 Page 49

women team players have a choice about what
kind of team outfit their team would get? Were
they decided by women or men? Could it be
argued that both the small sports bikini and the
more modest style both also show something of

the power of males to dictate to women, e.g. how
they should dress?

I don't know whether to be more offended by volleyball players covered in a burkini or
exposed in bikini
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/rio-2016-beach-volleyball-burkini-bikini-photograph-moreoutraged-feminism-patriarchy-a7181331.html
Burkini ban suspended: French court declares law forbidding swimwear worn by Muslim
women ‘clearly illegal
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/burkini-ban-french-france-court-suspends-rule-lawforbidding-swimwear-worn-muslim-women-seriously-a7211396.html Accessed 23.2.2017
For more information see
'Promoting tolerance to schools in a time of extremism' by Dr Robert A. Bowie, In Panjwani, F., Revell, L., Gholami,
R., and Diboll, M., (2018) Education and Extremisms: Rethinking Liberal Pedagogies in the Contemporary World.
Routledge: London, pp.204-216.
'The challenge of secularism' by Dr Robert A. Bowie In Athluwali, L., and Bowie, R., Oxford A Level
Religious Studies for OCR: Christianity, Philosophy and Ethics,Year 2. Oxford: OUP. pp.267-296.

Dr Bowie is the Director of the National Institute for the Chrisian Education Research at
Canterbury Christ Church University.
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Teacher Testimonial - Eduqas
Route A

There is no better way to evaluate the new Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies than through the experiences
of those studying the course - "The course is extremely thought provoking and allows us to gain
opinions differing to our own. Every lesson allows for debate time and the in-depth analysis of different
views allows for an enriching experience. Personally, this course aids in my debate, listening and analytical
skills." (Year 10)
My Year 10 pupils embarked on the course with very little knowledge of what it would entail, however,
they soon became intrigued by the content. The content offers a fair balance of the study of religious
beliefs, teachings and practices and ethical and philosophical issues and encourages pupils to make the
links between them. The textbook offers an excellent coverage of the Western Religions, with a range of
activity ideas and tasks to support the teaching of these elements and provides a good understanding of
the level of knowledge required of Eastern Religions (even though they aren't covered through the text
book). The assessment process of Eduqas is clearly structured and enables pupils to access the questions,
this is evident through the Sample Assessment Materials and high quality supporting teaching materials
that Eduqas offer on their digital resources area. So far, I'm very pleased with the course content,
support and resources Eduqas has on offer and look forward to continuing the course with the students.
(Teacher – London)
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Teacher Testimonial - Eduqas
Route B

Change is something we’re seldom comfortable with, but the new Eduqas Religious Studies course has
been a very welcome change. As a Catholic College we follow Route B, with Judaism as our second
religion. While making our choice of course, my department and I were particularly impressed with
the opportunity for higher level thinking and the use of a variety of anthology texts, as well as a really
engaging balance of religion, philosophy and ethics in every module. The course is academically rigorous,
interesting and also allows for students to grow spiritually, religiously and morally. The exam structure
allows for students to become confident about what to expect and to prepare strategies for answering
questions – something we find helps them when managing the stress of exams. In fact, we like the
structure so much that we’ve adapted it for our younger students!
We are pleased with the response from our students to the course. Students seem to find the course
interesting and enjoy the learning they do. Susie, in Year 11 describes the course as “extremely enriching
as it has enabled me to see things from a variety of perspectives” and she particularly likes the fact that
it leads to dialogue with others. Kian, also in Year 11 finds the course “really engaging” and cites “learning
about ethical issues in society, like abortion, very interesting.” He also enjoys the study of Judaism as a
second religion, appreciating that we need to learn about other faiths “to move forward as a society.”
I have been really impressed with the support offered by Eduqas. Whenever we need clarification or
support, Lynda’s help is just a phone call or email away. Prompt, friendly and supportive advice follows
quickly – a great help when facing a new course. (Teacher - Loughborough)
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Thoughts on the Reformed Eduqas GCSE
Religious Studies Qualification
We were looking for a GCSE specification for first examination in 2018 which combined a rigorous
approach to subject content, whilst leaving enough time for discussion and evaluation of ideas. We have
found the EDUQAS Religious Studies GCSE (Route A) to be a perfect fit. The Philosophy and Ethics
course engages our students when they first start the GSCE, and the topics and themes generate good
discussion. The Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity papers we have chosen to teach also combine richness
of content with accessibility. What has been most refreshing from a teaching point of view has been
the [15] mark essay questions. We have found this a significant improvement on other specifications in
that they help us to differentiate and stretch the most able students in our cohort. Many more students
than in previous years have spoken positively about the EDUQAS GCSE, and are motivated to go on to
study it at A level too. Teachers in our department have relished the challenge of the new material and
have also enjoyed reading the more sophisticated work that the assessment framework encourages our
students to produce. I would encourage Heads of Department who wish to embark upon a rigorous
GCSE which resists the infiltration of PSHE-type topics, and who want something which stretches the
able a little more, to give the EDUQAS specification careful consideration." - (HoD Windsor)

"I enjoy the way that I am actually learning about things which can be relevant to my everyday life, and
are 'useful', as opposed to a load of knowledge I will regurgitate then forget." - Student A

"The Buddhist course is a very deep, yet fun course." - Student B

"I have found the longer essays great for exploring ideas in detail." - Student C
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Route A - Summary: Your Questions Answered
1

The a. question will relate only to the eight key concepts.

TRUE

2

The b. question will be 'describe' type questions.

TRUE

3

The c. questions are 'explain' type questions and Component 1c. questions
ONLY will directly ask for TWO religions/religious traditions. TWO IS
ENOUGH, anymore may lead to lack of sufficient depth.

TRUE

4

The c. questions of Component 1 are not appropriate for non-religious
reponses because the questions ask for TWO RELIGIOUS views.

TRUE

5

Any relevant content of the Component 3 religion studied may be used by
candidates in Components 1 and 2 where it is appropriate to do so e.g. in
the c. questions of Component 1 which ask for two perspectives and also
in certain d.questions of Components 1 and 2 where relevant i.e where the
questions lends themselves to including perspectives from other religions.

TRUE

6

Question d. is the only question that targets Assessment Objective 2
(analyse and evaluate).

TRUE

7

ONLY Question 2d. of Component 1 in Route A {i.e. Life and Death}
demands the inclusion of non-religios beliefs.

TRUE

8

All d. questions can include non-religious beliefs ('religion AND belief...') as
long as it is appropriate to the question asked.

TRUE

9

The d. questions must show evluation and reach judgements about
the statement and not just be like a Component 1 c. response i.e. two
explinations.

TRUE

10

Personal responses that ALSO fulfil one or more of the criteria in the
marking brands will be credited.

TRUE

11

Responses that offer no personal opinion will be credited as long as the
evaluation is clear to see.

TRUE

12

Sources of wisdom and authority include figures of authority as well as
references to sacred and important texts. Relevant and accurate references
to sources of wisdom and authority that do NOT appear in the specification
content will aslo be credited.

TRUE

»
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13

References to specific passages (e.g. John 1:14) are not necessary and will
not gain extra credit.

TRUE

14

Teachings and texts do not need to be quoted directly, an accurate
paraphrase, used appropriately, will be equally credit-worthy.

TRUE

15

The lines do not have to be filled; quality always amtters more than quantity
or including a prescribed number of points. Black pen should be used, but
blue will be accepted.

TRUE

16

Positive marking will be employed. This means the completely incorrect
or irrelevant content in candidates' responses will be ignored rather than
penalised.

TRUE

17

No exam board can predict grade boundaries or equate levels to grades
before the first examinations series. The Ofqual website provides some
guidance.

TRUE

18

Further SAMs questions cannot be produced because it will limit the
questions we can use in 'live' papers/ Eduqas suggests 'tweaking' past paper
questions.

TRUE

19

The criteria of the marking bands is all that will be ised to reach judgements.
A 'best fit' approach will be employed.

TRUE

20

SPaG marks will be applied to the first d. questions of Components
1 and 2 only (6 x 2 = 12 marks). One or tow minor errors could still
be awarded full SPaG marks but completley irrelevant and/or completely
inaccurate content cannot be awarded SPaG marks. Sight differences in
spelling of non-English words will sill be credited e.g. Hebrew words.

TRUE

»
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Route B Summary - Catholic Christianity and
Judaism: Your Questions Answered
1

The a. question will relate only to the eight key concepts.

TRUE

2

The b. question will be 'describe' type questions.

TRUE

3

The c.questions are 'explain' type questions and Component 1c. questions
ONLY will directly ask for TWO religions/religious traditions. TWO IS
ENOUGH, anymore may lead to lack of sufficient depth.

TRUE

4

The c. questions of Component 1 are not appropriate for non-religious
reponses because the questions ask for TWO RELIGIOUS views.

TRUE

5

Any relevant content of the Component 3 religion studied may be used by
candidates in Components 1 and 2 where it is appropriate to do so e.g. in
the c. questions of Component 1 which ask for two perspectives and also
in certain d.questions of Components 1 and 2 where relevant i.e where the
questions lends themselves to including perspectives from other religions.

TRUE

6

Question d. is the only question that targets Assessment Objective 2
(analyse and evaluate).

TRUE

7

ONLY Question 2d. of Component 1 in Route A {i.e. Life and Death}
demands the inclusion of non-religios beliefs.

TRUE

8

All d. questions can include non-religious beliefs ('religion AND belief...') as
long as it is appropriate to the question asked.

TRUE

9

The d. questions must show evluation and reach judgements about
the statement and not just be like a Component 1 c. response i.e. two
explinations.

TRUE

10

Personal responses that ALSO fulfil one or more of the criteria in the
marking brands will be credited.

TRUE

11

Responses that offer no personal opinion will be credited as long as the
evaluation is clear to see.

TRUE

»
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12

Sources of wisdom and authority include figures of authority as well as
references to sacred and important texts. Relevant and accurate references
to sources of wisdom and authority that do NOT appear in the specification
content will aslo be credited.

TRUE

13

References to specific passages (e.g. John 1:14) are not necessary and will
not gain extra credit.

TRUE

14

Teachings and texts do not need to be quoted directly, an accurate
paraphrase, used appropriately, will be equally credit-worthy.

TRUE

15

The lines do not have to be filled; quality always amtters more than quantity
or including a prescribed number of points. Black pen should be used, but
blue will be accepted.

TRUE

16

Positive marking will be employed. This means the completely incorrect
or irrelevant content in candidates' responses will be ignored rather than
penalised.

TRUE

17

No exam board can predict grade boundaries or equate levels to grades
before the first examinations series. The Ofqual website provides some
guidance.

TRUE

18

Further SAMs questions cannot be produced because it will limit the
questions we can use in 'live' papers/ Eduqas suggests 'tweaking' past paper
questions.

TRUE

19

The criteria of the marking bands is all that will be ised to reach judgements.
A 'best fit' approach will be employed.

TRUE

20

SPaG marks will be applied to the first d. questions of Components
1 and 2 only (6 x 2 = 12 marks). One or tow minor errors could still
be awarded full SPaG marks but completley irrelevant and/or completely
inaccurate content cannot be awarded SPaG marks. Sight differences in
spelling of non-English words will sill be credited e.g. Hebrew words.

TRUE

»
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Digital Resources for GCSE RS

Skills-builders
http://bit.ly/2DBjffQ

Guide to Religious Funerals

GCSE Scheme of Learning GCSE Scheme of Learning – Route
Route A Component 3 Hinduism A Component 3 Sikhism
http://bit.ly/2EoaK3P
http://bit.ly/2AQfrRC

Shalome's story: Origins and
Meaning – Route B
http://bit.ly/2AGrxyg

Shalome's story: Life and Death –
Route A
http://bit.ly/2BVRkCZ

Scheme of Learning Route A
Component 3 Judaism

Buddhism - Short course

Buddhism - Full course

http://bit.ly/2xD0Bj7

http://bit.ly/2ka20Wx

http://bit.ly/2iDqrLF

GCSE Religious Studies - Route
A and B Non-religious Beliefs

GCSE Religious Studies Route B,
Component 1 Good and Evil

Text tools

http://bit.ly/2fM5348

http://bit.ly/2fz3Wp4

http://bit.ly/2BjAVLq

Scheme of Learning – Route A
Component 3 Buddhism
http://bit.ly/2dREpXu

Scheme of Learning – Route A
Component 1 Islam
http://bit.ly/2dWzbf1

Analysis and Evaluation

http://bit.ly/2wINYAs

http://bit.ly/2d8hxBY

»
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Sikhism - Short course

Sikhism - Full course

Sin and Forgiveness (Route B)

http://bit.ly/2y86C4u

http://bit.ly/2ka2I69

http://bit.ly/2kA5Zj3

Life and death (Route B)

Hinduism - Short Course

http://bit.ly/2AGM6wB

GCSE Religious Studies Route
B Component 1 Origins and
Meaning
http://bit.ly/2afT8gm

Hinduism - Full course

Glossary of key concepts

Sources of Wisdom and Authority
- Text References (Route B)

http://bit.ly/2nHP67k

http://bit.ly/28Lh2iN

http://bit.ly/1YV8chW

Sources of Wisdom and
Authority - Text References
(Route A)
http://bit.ly/2cqRPvQ

Christianity - Practices

Christianity - Beliefs and
Teachings

http://bit.ly/27vwYuU

http://bit.ly/2AF9BEA

Route A Schemes of Learning

Route B Schemes of Learning

Sexual relationships

http://bit.ly/23Ya4rB

http://bit.ly/1TbjzBY

http://bit.ly/2A5ePrQ

http://bit.ly/2jutDKm

»
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Christianity overview

Human rights and social justice Issues of wealth and poverty

http://bit.ly/2kDZhZq

http://bit.ly/2j6TP0W

http://bit.ly/2yOOhgx

Prejudice and discrimination

The world

Creation

http://bit.ly/1S8yEox

http://bit.ly/2BVTHWk

http://bit.ly/1nIoSgf

Beliefs about death and the
afterlife
http://bit.ly/2y7ys0B

The origin and value of human
life
http://bit.ly/2nGprf7

Christian ideas about God
http://bit.ly/2nHfGNQ

Christianity - The nature of God Islam

Relationships

http://bit.ly/2BgTOPi

http://bit.ly/2BOEHce

http://bit.ly/2gnu09E

Additional RS resources might be added in future, please visit :
http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/SearchResources.aspx
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APPLY TO
BECOME AN

EXAMINER
Vacancies for Examiners for GCSE Religious Studies
We are currently recruiting for Examiners for our GCSE
Religious Studies Routes A and B Components 1, 2 and 3. To
apply for the role, please apply via our appointees web page
of the WJEC website. Successful applicants will receive
face-to-face training on the application of the marking
scheme at a full day straining event. Overnight
accommodation is oﬀered to those examiners who travel a
signiﬁcant distance. Travel expenses and teacher release are
paid by WJEC and you will be paid a fee for every script
marked. The marking needs to be completed during a three
week period.

5 reasons to become an examiner
We will provide you with all of the training and support that you need in order to
eﬀectively examine our qualiﬁcations. In addition, you will receive the following
beneﬁts:
Gain an insight into the examining process
Receive invaluable Continual Professional Development (CPD)
Opportunities to network with experienced professionals
Enhance your teaching skills and knowledge of your subject
Gain an extra source of income
For further information about these vacancies, please visit our Appointees page.

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/makeyourmark

Important Dates – Centres in England
Final date for receipt of entries for June 2017 exams – 21st February
Final date for receipt of amendments to June 2017 entries without incurring late fees – 18th March

GCSE Religious Studies Legacy – Specification A
Unit 1 – Christianity
4441

Monday 14th May

Unit 2 – Christianity Through the Gospels
4442

Thursday 7th June

Unit 3 – Roman Catholicism 1
4443

Monday 14th May

Unit 4 – Roman Catholicism 2
4444

Thursday 24th May

Unit 5 – Christian Philosophy and Ethics
4445

Thursday 24th May

Unit 6 – Hinduism
4446

Wednesday 16th May

Unit 7 – Islam
4447

Wednesday 16th May

Unit 8 – Judaism
4448

Friday 15th June

GCSE Religious Studies Legacy – Specification B
Unit 1 – Religion and Life Issues
4451

Wednesday 16th May

Unit 2 – Religion and Human Experience
4452

Thursday 24th May

»
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GCSE Religious Studies Eduqas
Component 1 (Route A)
C120U10-1

Monday 14th May

Component 1 (Route A Short Course)
C125U10-1

Monday 14th May

Component 1 (Route B)
C120U80-1

Monday 14th May

Component 2 (Route A)
C120U20-1

Wednesday 16th May

Component 2 (Route A Short Course)
C125U20-1

Wednesday 16th May

Component 2 (Route B)
C120U90-1

Wednesday 16th May

Component 3 (Route A Options 1–5)
C120U30-70-1

Thursday 24th May

Component 3 (Route A Short Course Options 1-5)
C125U30-70-1

Thursday 24th May

Component 3 (Route B Options 4)
C120U60-1

Thursday 24th May

»
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File Sharing For GCSE Religious Studies
Welcome to the WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies ShareSpace. This space is for teachers who wish
to share and exchange resources. All of the resources in this area are free to download; none of the
content in this area of the website is monitored, reviewed or endorsed by WJEC.
Select a share space:

Route A

Christianity
Buddhism

Component 1: Issues of Relationships
[Theme 1]

Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism

Christianity
Buddhism

Component 1: Issues of Life and
Death [Theme 2]

Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism

Christianity

Component 1: Issues of Good and
Evil [Theme 3]

Buddhism
Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism
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Christianity

Component 1: Human Rights
[Theme 4]

Buddhism
Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism

Component 2: Study of Christianity

Practices
Beliefs and Teachings

Buddhism

Component 3: Study of a World Faith
– Beliefs and Teachings

Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism

Buddhism

Component 3: Study of a World Faith
– Practices

Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism

Route B
Component 1: Foundational Catholic
Theology
GCSE RS Route B Component 2:
Applied Catholic Theology

Good and Evil
Origins and Meaning

Sin and forgiveness
Life and Death
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To share your resources, please create an account by clicking on the silhouette icon in the top right
corner. Once you have created an account you can share resources by clicking the plus icon, or dragging
and dropping files from your PC.

Further information
Should you see a resource or piece of material which you feel is inappropriate for this share filing area,
please email support@eduqas.co.uk .
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Links to Textbooks - GCSE

GCSE

WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies: Route A
WJEC Eduqas GCSE Religious Studies: Route B
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